
 

 

Scheduling Teaching Topic: 

Layover vs. Overnight 
 
In this educational email we discuss how Minimum Rest Periods, Layover Periods, and Pre-

Duty Rest Periods apply to your schedule. All three are defined in Section 2 (Definitions) of 

our current CBA.  Remember, it may not seem pertinent to you now, but one day we bet you’ll 

need it! 

 
At Atlas, an overnight and a “Layover” are two completely different things.  After any duty you 

are due a post-duty rest period of at least the minimum as proscribed by the amount and type 

of duty you’ve just completed.  You are also due a minimum pre-duty rest period before starting 

any duty. 

 

Schedule checks and contractibility during an overnight are covered in a separate Education 

document. 

 
Minimum Rest 

 

CBA Definition (Section 2. W): “Minimum Rest” means a period of time free of all 

responsibility for Work or duty following completion of a duty period and during which time 

the Crewmember cannot be required to be contactable by the Company.  
 
When most of us hear minimum rest, we think of the dreaded short overnight. In reality, 

minimum rest length is based on times laid out in CFR Section 117 or 121 depending on the 

aircraft configuration or our CBA, whichever is greater.  Below we’ve referenced the sections 

of the contract that allow you to calculate the minimum rest you require. 
• CBA 12.D.2.a: After  up to 18hrs of duty, minimum rest is 10 hours. 

• CBA 12.D.2.b: After 18-20hrs of duty, minimum rest is 12 hours. 

• CBA 12.D.2.c: After more than 20hrs of duty, minimum rest is 14 hours. 



 

 

• Minimum rest must be increased if your actual duty is extended beyond scheduled 

limits…see Section 12.C (Duty Time Limits) 

• CBA 12.D.3 states that Trip Pairings that remain solely domestic are limited solely by 

FAR’s, based on flight time.  SeeCFR (§121.471) 

 

Layover Period 

 

CBA Definition (Section 2. T):  “Layover Period” means the period of time, if any, between the 

end of the Minimum Rest Period and the commencement of the Pre-Duty Rest Period.  

 

To many pilots, layovers mean the hotel or city in which you will be spending the night. At 

Atlas, this is actually your overnight.  A “layover” at Atlas is the time period between your 
Minimum Rest Period and your Pre-Duty Rest Period.  Many times there is no layover period 

or it may be very short, a matter of a few minutes. 

 
Pre-Duty Rest 
CBA Definition (Section 2.  DD): “Pre-Duty Rest” means a ten (10) hour period of time free of 

all responsibility for Work or duty prior to the commencement of a duty period and during 

which time the Crewmember cannot be required to be contactable by the Company. Pre-Duty 

Rest may overlap in whole or in part with Minimum Rest. 
 

Pre-Duty Rest is the easiest of the three to understand. It is simply the 10 hours of rest before 

your report time (not your wakeup time!).  The 10 hrs of pre-duty rest should allow for :30 of 

transportation after your duty off time, 8 hrs of rest in your room, and :60 of preparation, and 

another :30 of transportation to your report location.  If circumstances (traffic, hotel checkin 

issues, etc) prevent you from having a full 8hrs rest opportunity in your room, immediately 

contact Crew Scheduling to adjust your wake-up and report time! 

 
Now that we have reviewed these definitions, here are graphical examples of a crew member’s 

schedule: 

 

 

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=1e483077c0bff7e356d8aece28712f40&node=14:3.0.1.1.7.17.3.2&rgn=div8


 

 

Example 1: The basic layout of a minimum rest and pre-duty rest overnight.   There is no 

Layover period. 

 
Example 2: A typical overnight that includes a layover period. 

 

 

 
Example 3: An overnight in which pre-duty rest and minimum rest overlap. Both rest 

requirements are satisfied, even though they overlap.  There is no Layover period. 

 

 

How do I get help?? 

If you believe that your schedule has an less-than adequate or CBA-compliant rest period: 

• Seek Self Help first - contact Crew Scheduling and request a proper rest interval. 

• Email the Scheduling Committee - Scheduling@iap2750.org  (If necessary, the Committee 

will contact a Steward) 

• If the Committee does not respond, Email a Steward at: Stewards@iap2750.org 

• If time critical and emailing the Committee is impractical, 

• Call the on-call Steward at 717-727-2750, then press 2 
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